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Summary  

 

Distance Education has drawn a great deal of attention in the field of distance and continuing education. 

Distance Education has proved to enhance learning and teaching environments. The types of available 

technologies used in distance learning are divided into two groups: synchronous and asynchronous. One 

of the main advantages of distance leaning is that web-based courses can be accessed at any time or place 

feasible.  

This project is to establish a Web-based distance learning system, where instructors and students 

participate in learning activities while geographically separated from each other. This study is aimed to 

design and implement a distance learning system and use internet as the delivery mode. The motivation 

of this study is from Hawkins (“) remarks [11] “a cheap and easy-to-use technology must be used in 

schools to allow greater use among students and teachers”. 

This report discusses in detail background research on distance education and different modes of delivery 

technologies used. It also discusses advantages and disadvantages of distance learning. It also gives tips 

for successful distance learning and who should opt distance learning, as it is not suited for everyone. 

 

This report presents the design and implementation of this new and inexpensive distance  

learning system. It was developed using Java-based software. It handles three different kinds   

of users: student, instructor and admin. Various tools have been developed like course tool,   

 message board tool, discussion board tool, exam tool, grade tool etc. Based on the role of the  

user the functionality of the tools changes. Like the instructor has add/edit privilege in creating  

course material,   and the student has view-only functionality. Admin use does not have   
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access to all the tools. They can add/edit/delete course information and can add/edit/delete user  

profile. 

 

This report discusses pros and cons of this newly developed distance learning system. These observations 

are based on tests performed by ten people. This report concludes the results of the  system and suggests 

future work to be done to the system. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

 

 Technology is changing the way teacher teaches and learner learns. Difficulty in obtaining higher 

education increases for a number of reasons. It could be their possible limit of capabilities with an 

educational environment or disabilities that limit their access to educational institutions. There are also a 

number of people that live a great distance from the educational institutions. The need to commute 

becomes an encumbrance to achieving higher education. Also, the job markets are so competitive that 

employees find that they must obtain higher education for further employment success. With synchronous 

schedules in present educational institutions, individuals are required to resign from their current 

employment to further their education. Typically, individuals are not willing to surrender their income due 

to the need to support a family or their current lifestyle. Some form of educational reform must take place 

to address the problems.  

 

Distance education or Distance learning programs are the solution to the above problems. The greatest 

appeal of distance learning is that one can study without having to leave home or a job to obtain higher 

education. These programs made it possible for students to complete their education without having to 

sacrifice their career and family time. 

 

The report is organized as follows: 

This chapter (chapter 1) gives the technologies used to deliver distance education, it describes  the 

problem statement and the main objective of this project. 

Chapter 2 gives background information on distance educations, its problems, advantages, disadvantages 

and tips for successful distance learning. 
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Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation aspects of this proposed and new system.  

Chapter 4 describes the evaluation of this new system. 

Chapter 5 describes the challenges faced to build this system. 

Chapter 6 concludes the paper with conclusions and suggestions for future work. 

 

1.1 Technologies Used in Delivery 
 

 

The types of available technologies used in distance education are divided into two groups: synchronous 

and asynchronous [2]. 

Synchronous means that the teacher and the student interact with each other in "real time." For example, 

with two-way videoconferences, students interact with "live" video of an instructor. Less complex 

technologies, such as telephone conversations, are also synchronous.  

Asynchronous delivery does not take place simultaneously. In this case, the teacher may deliver the 

instruction via video, computer, or other means, and the students respond at a later time. For example, 

instruction may be delivered via the Web or videotapes, and the feedback could be sent via e-mail 

messages. 

The various technologies used in distance learning can be roughly divided into four categories: print, 

audio (voice), computer (data), and video (see Figure 1).  ( print, audio, computer, video) 
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Print 
 
Textbooks 
Study guides  
Workbooks 
Fax  

Voice/Audio  
 
Telephone 
Voicemail  
Audioconferences 
Audiotape  
Radio  

Computer  
 
E-mail  
Web-based courses  
Videoconferences  
CD-ROM  
Collaboration software  

Video  
 
Videotape  
Satellite delivery  
Microwave  
Broadcast video  
Desktop Video  

    Figure 1. Distance learning technologies. 
 
Print: The original form of distance learning was correspondence courses, in which print materials were 

mailed to students and returned to the teachers through the postal system. Even though there are numerous 

new options for distance learning, print remains a significant component of most courses.  

 Print materials may serve as the primary source of instruction, or they may be supplemental. As a 

primary source, distant students might use a textbook and read various units on a specific timetable. Other 

technologies, such as e-mail, could then be used to ask questions or send assignments back to the teacher.  

 

Audio: Audio or voice technologies offer cost-effective ways to enhance distance learning courses. The 

audio component of a distance learning course can be as simple as a telephone with voicemail, or it can be 

as complex as an audioconference with microphones, telephone bridges, and speakers. 

 Voicemail: Voicemail is becoming extremely common. There is a great deal that voicemail can 

offer to distance learning initiatives 

 Audiotapes: Audiotapes (cassettes) are inexpensive, easily duplicated, and very versatile. They 
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can be used to deliver lectures, panel discussions, or instructions for the distant learner. Audio is 

especially useful in courses that require the nuances of inflection, such as foreign languages, or those that 

are designed for non-readers. 

 Audioconference: Telephones are one of the simplest, most accessible technologies used for 

distance learning. Telephone conversations can be used to mentor individual students or to reach 

numerous students simultaneously via a conference call (audioconference). If more than one person is at 

each location, audioconferences can be set up using speakerphones and telephone bridges 

 

Computer: With the increased popularity of the Internet, computer technologies are receiving more and 

more attention as a means of delivering distance learning. The primary computer technologies used for 

distance education include e-mail, online collaborations, and Web-based education. 

 Email: Sending e-mail messages is a common and inexpensive way for students to communicate 

with instructors. In some cases, an entire distance learning course may be structured using e-mail as the 

only method of communication. In other cases, e-mail may be used to supplement audio or video 

technologies. 

 Online Collaboration: Internet Chat and Conferencing: Online chat refers to a two-way,  

interactive exchange on the Internet. In chat mode, two or more people at remote computers connect to the 

same chat "room" and type messages. Online chat allows students and teachers to communicate in "real-

time." Shared whiteboards are another form of collaboration of the Internet. If two or more people are 

connected to the Internet at the same time, they can communicate through graphic images on a shared 

whiteboard. The student and teacher are both able to input data and make revisions. 

 Web-based Education: The World Wide Web has opened a whole new arena for distance 
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learning courses and the access to remote resources. The Web can be used to enhance education through 

remote access to resources or experts or it can be used to deliver educational programs. As an 

enhancement to education, teachers can locate relevant Web sites for students to explore or have students 

conduct searches for information related to a specific topic. 

 

Video: The ability to see and hear an instructor offers opportunities for behaviour modeling,  

demonstrations, and instruction of abstract concepts. Video techniques for distance learning are often 

characterized by the transmission media (videotapes, satellites, television cables, computers, and 

microwave). 

 Videotapes: Videotapes offer a popular, easy-to-use format for instructional materials. Almost all 

students have access to a videotape player in the homes, and they are also common at school. Videotapes 

can be used for demonstrations or documentaries. In addition, it is quite easy to videotape a lecture for a 

student who is unable to attend class. 

 Satellite Videoconferencing: Full-motion video teleconferencing (referred to as  

videoconferencing) offers the "next best thing to being there." Satellite transmission is one of the oldest, 

most established techniques for videoconferencing. In most cases, satellite delivery offers one-way video 

and two-way audio. Satellite videoconferencing is very expensive. 

 Microwave Television Conferencing: Satellites are a popular method for enabling video  

communications over long distances. Microwave transmissions provide a cost-effective method for 

videoconferencing in more localized areas. Most microwave systems are designed to transmit video 

signals to areas that are not more than 20 miles apart. 

 Cable and Broadcast Television: Cable and public broadcast television have been used to 
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distribute instruction for years. In addition to the educational networks, such as CNN, the Learning 

Channel, almost all public cable television systems allow schools to transmit television courses. 

 Digital (Desktop) Videoconferencing: Desktop videoconferencing uses a computer along with a 

camera and microphone at one site to transmit video and audio to a computer at another site or sites. The 

remote sites also transmit video and audio, resulting in two-way video and two-way audio 

communications. 

 Internet Videoconferencing: It is also possible to conduct videoconferences over the Internet. 

Two popular software programs that allow videoconferences are CUSee-Me from Cornell University and 

NetMeeting from Microsoft. 

 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 
 

 

Distance Education can be as effective as traditional education when the methods and technologies are 

used appropriately. With the introduction of new technologies for learners and teachers, most universities 

have introduced distance learning/distance education.  

Inspired by the modern technology aimed to construct a basic framework within the computer science 

department where, the student can take courses online. The activity described in this report is to develop a 

web-based system that would meet the needs of online course delivery approach. 
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1.3 Objectives and design goals 
 

 

With the introduction of new media and technology for learners and teachers, universities have introduced 

distance learning/distance education. With the above technologies in mind the objective of this project is 

to develop a system using this internet as one of the delivery mediums. The objective of this report/project 

is to design and implement a web-based system that allows interaction between instructors and students. 

This involves developing an intuitive user interface for both instructor and student. Instructors and 

students are the external entities to the system who can log into the system and use the functionality 

provided by the system. The instructors and the students enter the system through a login tool component. 

The objective of this system is to develop non-expensive interactive tools like message board tool, 

discussion group tool and chat tool to provide interaction between the student and the instructor. The 

additional objective of this project is to design a system with reusable components, feasibility and 

provision for system expansion without compromising system performance.  
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Chapter 2   Background Research 
 
 

2.1 History 
 
  
 Distance education dates back to at least as early as 1728, when "an advertisement in the Boston  
 
Gazette... 'Caleb Phillips, Teacher of the new method of Short Hand" was seeking students for lessons to  
 
be sent weekly [3]. Modern distance education has been practiced at least since Isaac Pitman taught  
 
shorthand in Great Britain via correspondence in the 1840s [3]. The development of the postal service in  
 
the 19th century leads to the growth of commercial correspondence colleges with nation-wide reach. 
 
In the twentieth century, radio, television, and the Internet have all been used to further distance  
 
education. Computers and the Internet have made distance learning distribution easier and faster. 
 
 
In 2006 the Sloan Consortium reported that more than 96 percent of the largest colleges and universities  
 
in the United States offered online courses and that almost 3.2 million U.S. students were taking at least  
 
one online course during the fall 2005 term[3]. 

 

2.2 Characteristics  

 

 To learn more about distance learning programs, a look at the distance learning students,  

teachers, and technology will be used to understand characteristics involved with successful  

distance learning experience. Distance education is different from courses taught in a more traditional  

manner. Distance education has several identifying characteristics that set it apart from traditional  

classrooms. Keegan described the following characteristics, which were cited by Spooner, et al. (1999, p.  

132) [4] :  
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1) Separation of the teacher and the student (i.e., separation vs. face to face, in the same room  

lecturing). The influence of an educational organization (e.g., department or college) in the  

planning, preparation, or delivery of material (vs. a stand-alone professor responsible for content  

generation and delivery of course information). This component is not typically found in most on- 

campus courses. 

2) Use of technical media. Historically,  this has been mostly print. But as technology  

advances, electronic media (computers, television studio delivery, and computer software  

presentation packages) contribute to a list of technical options. 

3) Provision for two way communication, which could be via a prearranged telephone conference  

with a  single student or group of students at a prescribed time. 

4) The possibility of an occasional seminar, which could be via a prearranged telephone  

conference with a single student or group of students at a prescribed time. The possibility of an  

occasional seminar, which could allow students working independently, perhaps viewing pre- 

recorded video tapes, receiving paper assignments via the regular mail or watching the lecture  

via the regular cable or satellite television in there own homes, to assemble as a group in the  

presence of the instructor of record for the class. 

 

Before enrolling for online education, the learner should make sure its right for them.  Earning a degree  

online is a rewarding experience,  but distance learning is not right for everyone. Successful and happy  

distance learners have few common characteristics[7]: 

  

 Successful distance learners do just as well, if not better, without people looking over their  
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shoulders. While some people need teachers to keep them motivated and on-task, distance learners are  

able to motivate themselves. 

 Successful distance learners never or at least rarely procrastinate. You’ll rarely find them putting  

off assignments or waiting until the last moment to write their papers. These students enjoy the freedom  

of working at their own pace and appreciate the ability to complete their work in as much time as it takes  

them, instead of waiting for an entire class. 

 Successful distance learners have good reading comprehension skills. While most people learn by 

listening to lectures and taking notes, the majority of distance learners are expected to master material 

through reading alone. 

 Successful distance learners can resist constant distractions. Successful students know how to filter 

out the constant disturbances that threaten their progress. 

 Successful distance learners feel alright about missing the social elements of traditional schools. 
 

2.3 Issues and Concerns 

 
Distance Education is becoming an increasingly important method of delivery of many educational  

contexts. These online programs have many benefits, but when compared to the traditional classroom  

based courses these online programs suffer from extremely low student completion rates. Few of these  

issues and concerns are[5]: 

 Lack of access to the resources: Distance learners have expressed concern of accessibility to the  

university's resources. This could be for many reasons. The system does not give this provision, or  

insufficient bandwidth from home to access the university resources.  

 

 Interaction with instructor: The survey concerns instructor interaction. It addresses the  
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importance given to the student and instructor interaction, which affects how well students learn. The  

implied definition of interaction is direct physical interaction, like that observed in a traditional classroom. 

  

 Lack of interaction with other students: The student interaction is very important.  Distance  

education is  a collegial, non-competitive learning environment where it is not about who has the best  

grade, but it’s about to succeed. 

  

 Confusion involved with classroom chats: Virtual classroom chats may load and perform  

slowly. It causes confusion as several windows are opened simultaneously. Classroom chats should be  

organized and implemented in a better way. 

  

 Without self-motivation the success with distance learning course would not be good. 

 

 In systems that use computers as the technology in delivering education, network access is a 

key component and a major obstacle to improved utilisation. 

  

 Not all employers prefer employee’s that earn degree through online courses. 

  

 Instructors worry about putting their course materials online because once there, the knowledge  

and course design skill in that material is out of their possession.  This puts the administration in a  

position to hire less skilled, and cheaper, workers to deliver the technologically prepackaged course  

(Noble, 1998 cited in Dibiase, 2000).  
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2.4 Advantages                 

 

There are numerous advantages of distance learning which ought to be considered when electing an  

online distance learning course[6]. 

 

 Distance learning does not require commuting. This saves money and times that student otherwise  

spend on travel back and forth to school. The learner can schedule learning around other aspects of their  

personal and professional life.  

  

 The learner can complete most of the classes at their convenience. Most of the classes are  

asynchronous, which means leaner does not have to attend a lecture at a particular time and place. Review 

of the assignments and doing homework can be done during off-hours or from home.  

  

 Live anywhere, study from anywhere while pursuing the education of choice. Learners don’t have  

to live in the same city or the same country to attend the learning institution of choice. Learner can study  

wherever they have access to a computer and Internet connection. 

  

 Gain extra knowledge. Learner can transfer the computer and Internet skills that they will gain in  

the process of your distance learning experience to other facets of life. 

  

 Self-paced learning. For slow and quick learners. This reduces stress and increases satisfaction. 

 

 Accessibility. Online classes address physical accessibility issues that some people with limited  
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mobility encounter when taking traditional classes. Learner can use their comfortable furniture while  

enjoying free movement and a chance to further education. 

 

2.5 Disadvantages 

 

While thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of distance learning, pros and cons, one may  

wonder if there are any distance learning disadvantages. But there are![6] 

 

 Costly and complex technology. Despite the many opportunities of distance education, there are  

inevitable accompanying costs. Live video communication for example, requires careful planning of the  

equipment and facilities. For online learning, learner must own a computer (possibly with access to the  

Internet) or have access to one. Thus required technology is not always available. Some learners may also  

be afraid of technology.  

  

 Advance planning. Both the instructors and students involved in distance learning may need to  

make sacrifices at times to get things done in time. 

  

 Hidden costs. If learner works for the military for example, and they are on the ship, how do  

they get the required materials? They may need to be mailed in advance incurring extra shipping and  

handling costs. 

  

 Distance learning does not offer immediate feedback. In a traditional classroom setting, a  

student's performance can be immediately assessed through questions and informal testing. With distance  
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learning, a student has to wait for feedback until the instructor has reviewed their work and responded to  

it.  

  

 Distance learning does not always offer all the necessary courses online. Students pursuing a  

specific certificate or degree program may not have all the necessary courses available through distance  

learning so it is not suited for all subjects. While student can study a history lesson completely online but  

cannot perform nursing clinical online. Thus physical classroom attendance will be mandatory to  

complete the course. 

  

 Distance learning may not be acknowledged by all employers. Although most employers do  

acknowledge distance learning, certain employers do not. Students who want to work for a specific  

employer upon graduation should be sure of that employer's perspective about online education. 

  

 Distance learning does not give students the opportunity to work on oral communication skills.  

Students in distance learning courses do not get the practice of verbal interaction with professors and  

other students. 

  

 Social isolation. Most often learner will be studying alone. Distance learners may feel isolated or  

miss that social physical interaction that comes with attending a traditional classroom. However this  

impersonality has been lessening with advances and use of communication technologies such as bulletin  

boards, threaded discussions, chats, email and conferencing.  
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2.6 Tips for Successful Distance Learning 

 

Before enrolling in a course, make sure to have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments. 

 

 Schedule: Everyday schedule sometime for study. Schedule this study time when mentally fresh  

and devout at least minimum of one hour. 

 

 Where to study: Choose an environment that is appropriate to study. Choose a place that is free  

from distractions like library, work place before or after work. 

 

 To be successful at distance learning one really needs to be a good student. It is a different way of  

learning but does’nt change the principles of learning. One has to pay attention in class or online.  

Learner have to study the material between classes. Learner have to complete all homeworks and  

assignments on time. And have to ask questions or get extra help if stuck or bewildered. 

 

 Paying attention online in a distance learning program is essential to your success. Normally there  

will be one online class per subject a week and during that period of time the instructor will try and guide  

through the basic theory of a subject and give few examples to help understand and comprehend it.  

Sometimes these online classes are archived for a period of time so that the students can go back and take  

that class again if they didn’t get it the first time. 

 

 Students should develop the discipline to get their assignments completed and submitted on time.   
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 After grading and reviewing the should take time to not just check their marks, but carefully  

review any comments that the instructor may provide. This is one of the ways where your instructor can  

give you feedback to improve your distance learning program. 

 

 Finally, don’t hesitate to ask for help if stuck. Most distance learning programs have an e-mail  

response system to deal with questions and concerns. Many offer online tutoring if needed.  

 

2.7 Other Distance Learning Systems 

This section gives an overview of other distance learning systems that have been developed and are in 

use. 

2.7.1 UCCS  Distance Learning (MBA) 
 

 The existing MBA online course has several collaborative tools to allow you to communicate with  

instructors and your peers, and to help you contribute to and view information about the course[14]. 

  

 Gradebook: You can use the Gradebook to view any assignments or other course work your  

instructor has set up to be gradable and viewable. 

 

 Email: The Email tool is a convenient and effective way for you, your instructor and other  

students to communicate with each other, without leaving the course. 

 

 Chat: Like a regular online chat room 
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 Search: With the Search tool, you can search your course calendar, course announcements and  

other parts of your online course for specific assignments or topics. 

  

 Doc Sharing: The Document Sharing tool lets you upload and download documents, images,  

spreadsheets and HTML pages. 

 

 Journal: The Journal is a place where you can make notes and record your thoughts. It's also a  

place where your instructor can make specific assignments. 

  

 Webliography: The Webliography course tool lets you work with your instructor and with other  

students to create an annotated bibliography of WorldWideWeb sites that are relevant to your course.  

Both you and your instructor can submit sites to the Webliography. 

 

2.7.2 The CourseWebs Learning Management System(LMS) 
 
 
Our Learning Management System makes developing online courses easy! The LMS lets any instructor  

create an online classroom that includes exams and quizzes, discussion forums, a course calendar, and  

HTML content. The Instructor's Control Panel lets instructors create and modify course content, create  

exams and quizzes, administer students and their grades, and much more [15].  
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Chapter 3 Design and Implementation of this Distance Learning 
System 
 
 

A distance learning system is a web-based system by which distance education can be carried out over the  

Internet or Intranet.  This chapter describes the setup of the system.   

The following topics are discussed in detail in this chapter: 

 1. Software and framework used. 

 2. System architecture. 

 3. Different modules/tools developed in this system. 

 

3.1   Software 

The software design of this system focuses on the Java-based, client/server type software model. The  

system is implemented using Java/J2EE technologies. It includes windows XP as the operating system,  

MySQL as the backend. 

 

3.1.1 Java/J2EE: Java (1.4) is an object oriented programming language (OOPs). With Java 

complete applications can be built, featuring accelerated 3D graphics and other multimedia features to  

strong cryptography and network connectivity. On the web, Java can be used on the client side to create  

applets and on the server side to create dynamic web pages using Servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP). 

 

3.1.2 BEA Weblogic Server: It is Java application server. It is a light weight development  

server. Fast cycle times with rapid develop/deploy/debug cycles. 
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3.1.3 MYSQL: The database is designed and implemented using MySQL v4.1. MySQL is free  

and scaleable. 

 

 3.1.4   Struts Framework (MVC model 2): Model-View-Controller is a design pattern. 

MVC decouples interface from business logic and data. Struts is an MVC implementation that uses 

Servlets 2.2 and JSP 1.1 tags, from the J2EE specifications, as part of the implementation. Struts helps 

control change in web project and promote specialization. Struts is a set of cooperating classes, Servlets, 

and JSP tags that make up a reusable MVC 2 design. This definition implies that Struts is a framework, 

rather than a library, but Struts also contains an extensive tag library and utility classes that work 

independently of the framework [2].  

 

 3.1.4.1 Struts overview  

 

 

 

Figure 2 displays an overview of Struts.  
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 Client browser  

 An HTTP request from the client browser creates an event. The Web container will respond with 

an HTTP response.  

 

 Controller  

 The Controller receives the request from the browser, and makes the decision where to send the 

request. With Struts, the Controller is a command design pattern implemented as a Servlet. The struts-

config.xml file configures the Controller.  

 

 Business logic  

 The business logic updates the state of the model and helps control the flow of the application. 

With Struts, this is done with an Action class as a thin wrapper to the actual business logic.  

 

 Model state  

 The model represents the state of the application. The business objects update the application state.  

ActionForm bean represents the Model state at a session or request level, and not at a persistent level. The  

JSP file reads information from the ActionForm bean using JSP tags.  

 

 View  

 The view is simply a JSP file. There is no flow logic, no business logic, and no model information 

-- just tags. Tags are makes Struts unique compared to other frameworks like Velocity. 
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3.2 Architecture of this system 

 

This system architecture uses object-design principles and encompass Java web application running on  

BEA Web Logic server. In the approach of building this system, J2EE is adapted as a fundamental  

platform. J2EE is defined by Sun Microsystems company to enable solutions for developing, deploying  

and managing multi-tier, server-centric applications. J2EE provides e-business oriented, and multi-tier  

application architecture that supports Web-based applications. This section explains the architecture of the  

software technologies used to build the system and the architecture of the present system with design 

patterns. 

 

 

3.2.1   Three-Tier Architecture 

 

 A client makes an HTTP connection through URL.  Weblogic Server handles the request sent for static  

HTML pages, Servlets and JSPs. Servlets and JSPs are executed on Weblogic Server. The browser  

request access the weblogic server directly. Weblogic server connects to the backend services on behalf of  

client request. The connection to the backend is done through the JDBC connections. 

 

Figure 3  below illustrates technologies used to construct this system. 

 

• The client tier consists of web browser. It is of programs used to build highly interactive  
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graphical user interfaces with JSP pages. The programs in client tier can access Weblogic Server services  

using standard J2EE  APIs [1]. 

 

• The middle tier contains Weblogic Server. The Weblogic Server distributes client requests  

and connects to the back-end using JDBC calls. 

 

• The backend tier contains database system. The backend tier services are accessible to the  

client browser through Weblogic Server. A JDBC connection pool, defined in Weblogic Server, opens  

predefined database connections. 

 

 

Figure 3 Three-Tier Architecture 

 

Weblogic 
   Server DBMS 

Browser 

HTTP 
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3.2.2   Present System Framework 

 

This system is implemented using various design patterns of the J2EE industry. The framework of this  

system provides scalable and feasible architectural constructs so as to plug in the appropriate business  

code for new tools. The application creates a standard for development.  It provides supports for users’ 

security with composite user roles and security constraints. This section explains the design patterns used  

and different components of the application architecture. 

 

 3.2.2.1 Use of Java/OO Design Patterns  

 

 Design patterns are the backbone of any well-defined architecture, and more importantly, 

of an application framework. The use of accepted design patterns ensures the highest level of reuse for  

each of the different facets comprising the system framework. Rather than attempt to rediscover these  

patterns, the framework implements them, and this system includes considerable effort to ensure the  

cohesiveness among the patterns. 

 

 3.2.2.2 Detailed Component View 

 

 This online application consists of eight (7) major components: the Servlet, Lookup, Security,  

BOS, Reusable Tag libraries, JSP and the Logger. 

 

 The architecture uses object-design principles as well as the Model-View-Controller architecture  
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design and helps application developers create and assemble the online applications more easily by  

providing libraries of UI and non-UI components that work together. And it accomplishes an application’s  

fundamental tasks, i.e., the frameworks allow the developers focusing on the business logic rather than  

developing the code to address technical issues. 

Figure 4 illustrates the high-level architecture of the system.  

 

The Clients 

 This is an Internet application, and therefore the application is optimized to run on Internet  

Explorer v5.5 and up only.  

 

 

Servlet Framework – The Controller (Façade Pattern) 

 Using a single Servlet as the entry point to business functionality, this “sub-framework” 

combines the use of  JSP and Java code, default security semantics, and an object cache to provide for the  
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handling and routing of all presentation logic as well as business logic invocation[10].  

 

The framework is a Servlet-based framework.  It serves as a single point of entry in this application  

and it controls the work-flow of the application by facilitating the use of a group customized application  

façades to handle specific business logic handling and page redirection and/or forwarding following  the 

data retrieval.  

 

The framework is instrumented with logging capabilities. This is used when there are application  

exceptions occurring and/or access statistics are required for the DE application. 

 

 

JSP Templates – Composite Design Patterns 

 Use composite views that are composed of multiple sub-views. Each component of the JSP 

template may be included dynamically into the whole. The layout of the page may be managed 

independently of the content. 

 

The Framework provides sets of JSP Tag (using JSP’s Custom Tag extension libraries) to allow the  

creation of JSP templates. The JSP Tag will interpret the input and call the framework in order to achieve 

a particular goal. 

 

In addition, the JSP will be using a set of standardized tags, as mentioned, for server-side processing in  

order to accelerate development, e.g. forms processing, use of resource bundles, search/results display,  

field validations, etc.[10] 
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BOS – Data Access Objects Design Pattern 

 Data Access Objects (DAO) encapsulates all access to a data source. This access includes 

connection management, as well as capabilities to store and retrieve data. 

 

The BOS (Business Object Service) provides a layer to encapsulate the data storage and retrieval  

functionality. They are the bridges between the customized application facade and the back-end data  

store.  

 

The BOS layer will handle the transactions to the database via a series of DAO (Data Access Objects). 

Within the BOS framework, there are two kind of objects:  

DAOs that expose methods to retrieve and manipulate records from the database; 

Value objects that transport data between the tiers.  

 

Each DAO class implements basic data retrieval and manipulation methods. These methods make the  

actual JDBC calls. In addition each DAO class has its own specific methods, which populate and  

assemble the corresponding value objects, perform specific searches etc.[10] 

 

 

Value Objects – Value/Caching Pattern 

 This pattern encapsulates business data and provides access methods to the data. A single method  

call will send or receive such an object in an effort to obtain or provide business data. 

 

The Value Objects are JavaBeans following the value object pattern. They are serializable and their  
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purpose is to transport data from the BOS layer to the customized application façade. 

Typically a value object maps the underlying relational table from the database with both getter and setter  

methods. Child objects from the relationships are implemented as Collections in the parent value object.  

The status of the data in the object is represented by isUpdated, isDeleted and isNew flags[10]. 

 

 

Logging Service 

 The Logging Service provides an application with a simple to use, yet flexible and 

robust mechanism for logging output to multiple destinations. Property driven parameters allows 

an application to easily modify the semantics of logging without changing any of the applications 

code [10]. 
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3.3 Process Overview of the current system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 gives the process overview of the current system. 

 

 Login Tool:  This tool will validate user credentials. If valid, it allows user to enter into the  

system else gives a login fail message. 

 

Instructor/Student 
Login Tool 
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Quiz Tool 
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Assignments  
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 Course Tool: This tool allows user with admin role to create/edit/view/delete course details. Only  

user with admin privilege has access to this tool. 

 

 User Tool: This tool allows user with admin role to create/edit/view/delete user details. Only user  

with admin privilege has access to this tool. 

 

 Scheduled Course Tool: User with instructor and student role can view all scheduled course  

details. 

 

 Registered Course Tool: User with instructor and student role can view his/her registered  

courses. When the user logs into the system only his/her registered courses can be viewed through this  

tool. 

 

 Course Material Tool: Through this tool instructors can create material to his/her courses. Only  

instructors can create/edit course material details. Both the instructor and student have permission to view 

the course material.  Through the search page users can search for any particular course and view details.  

Users can upload any document to the dedicated server. Users can also download any document to there  

local machine. Users also has print option to print their course material. 

 

 Message Board Tool:  Through this tool the instructor can publish messages to the students. Only  

instructors can create/edit messages. Both the instructors and students can view the messages.  

In the search page, users can search for any messages and view the details. 
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 Discussion Group Tool: Through this tool instructor and students can participate in any  

discussion. Instructors and Students can create new discussion. Using search page users can search for any  

discussion and respond to it or view all the responses given to any particular topic 

 

 Assignment Tool: Through this tool instructors can create new assignments. Instructors can add  

short answer questions, essay questions, multiple choices, true or false or blanks. Only instructors can  

create/edit assignment details. Students can answer the questions. Both the instructor and student have  

permission to view the assignment.  Through the search page users can search for any particular  

assignment and view details. Users can upload any document to the dedicated server. Users can also  

download any document to there local machine. Users also has print option to print their assignments. 

 

 Exam Tool: Through this tool instructors can create new exams. Instructors can add short answer  

questions, essay questions, multiple choices, true or false or blanks. Only instructors can create/edit exam  

question details. Students can answer to the questions. Both the instructor and student have permission to  

view the exam details.  Through the search page users can search for any particular exam and view  

details. Page automatically closes when the time expires. Users cannot edit any exams with post date.  

Users can upload any document to the dedicated server. Users can also download any document to their 

local machine. Users also has print option to print their exams. 

 

 Quiz Tool: Through this tool instructors can create new quiz questions. Only instructors can  

create/edit quiz details. Students can answer to the questions. Both the instructor and student have  

permission to view the quiz.  Through the search page users can search for any particular quiz and view  

details. Users can upload any document to the dedicated server. Users can also download any document to  
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their local machine. Users also has print option to print their quiz. 

 

 Evaluation Tool: Through this tool instructors can create course evaluation questions. Only  

instructors can create/edit evaluation questions. Students can answer the questions. Both the instructor and  

student have permission to view the evaluation questions.  Through the search page users can search for  

any particular evaluation paper and view details. Users can upload any document to the dedicated server.  

Users can also download any document to there local machine. Users also have print option to print the  

details. 

 

 Grade Tool: instructors can add grades to the students. Only instructors can create/edit grade  

details. Students can only view his/her grades. Through the search page instructor or student for search for  

any particular course and see his/her grades. Students can view only his/her grades. 

 

 Home: This page gives a short description about the system. It is a welcome page. 

 

 Help: It gives the system requirement information and also contact information. 

 

 Logout: User can logout of the system by clicking this tab. If user has to access any tool he/she  

has to re-enter into the system. 
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3.4 Database Implementation 

 

The following tables represent changes in the application database that are intended to meet the  

requirements of the Distance Learning System.  Each field with a special use will be identified by type of  

use.  Possible types are: 

 UK – Unique Key for table  

 FK – Foreign Key joining the information to another table 

 

The following rules will apply to all tables and columns created, unless otherwise stated for a specific  

column; 

 

All columns will be created to require values in the column.  Some columns will be populated with NULL  

values. 

All numeric columns will be filled with 0 or 0.0 

All alphanumeric columns with the exception of indicators will be filled with spaces. 

All indicator columns will have a default value of ‘Y’ (Yes). 

All alphanumeric columns will be defined as character columns (char) rather than variable character  

columns (varchar). 
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3.4.1   Overview of Database tables 

 

The following table presents the database tables that will be affected by this distance learning system.   
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Each table is described in detail in the APPENDIX. 
Table Name Current 

Status 
Description 

courses New This table contains all the course details. 
discussion_group New This table maintains list of discussions.  
discussion_group_detail New This table contains discussion details. 
employee New The table contain employee details. 
evaluation New This table maintains list of evaluations 
evaluation_question New This table contains list of evaluation questions 
evaluation_student New This table contains student answers to the questions 
evaluation_sub_questio
n 

New This table contains sub questions. 

exam New This table contains list of exams 
exam_question New This table contains exam questions 
exam_result New This table contains exam results. 
exam_student New This table contains student solution to the 

questions.  
exam_sub_question New This table contains sub questions 
grade New The table contains student grades. 
login New This table contains the list user’s loginid and 

password 
message_board New This table contains messages details 
quiz New This table contains quiz’s 
quiz_question New This table contains all the quiz questions 
quiz_result New This table contains results to the quiz. 
quiz_stud_ans New This table contains student answer to the quiz’s 
quiz_sub_question New This table contains sub questions 
role New This table lists the system roles 
 
 
 

  

scheduled_courses New This table contains all the scheduled course details 
stud_registered_courses New This table contains all the student registered course 

information 
xreference New This table contains commonly used columns 
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3.4.2   Database Relationship 
 
 Figure 6 below gives the relationship between tables of the present system. 
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course_material_id 
 
course_id 
inst_id 
title_desc 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

quiz_id 
 
quiz_date 
season_typ_id 
course_id 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

quiz_ques_id 
 
quiz_id 
quiz_ques 
quiz_ans 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

quiz_sub_ques_id 
 
quiz_ans_id 
quiz_ques_id 
quiz_sub_ques 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

quiz_result_id 
 
quiz_id 
userid 
result 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

quiz_stud_ans_id 
 
quiz_id 
quiz_ques_id 
userid 
stud_ans 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

exam_id 
 
exam_date 
season_typ_id 
course_id 
exam_time 
exam_duration 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

exam_ques_id 
 
exam_id 
exam_ques_id 
ques_typ_id 
course_id 
question 
answer 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

exam_sub_id 
 
exam_ques_id 
exam_sub_ques 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

exam_stud_id 
 
exam_id 
exam_ques_id 
userid 
stud_answer 
stud_grade 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

exam_result_id 
 
userid 
exam_id 
result 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

course_material_sub_title_id 
 
course_material_id 
sub_title_desc 
description 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

dis_grp_id 
 
course_id 
dis_title 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

dis_grp_det_id 
 
dis_grp_id 
dis_desc 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

msg_brd_id 
 
course_id 
userid 
msg_title 
msg_desc 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

grade_id 
 
course_id 
inst_id 
stud_id 
assign1 
assign2 
assign3 
assign4 
assign5 
exam1 
exam2 
project 
result 

role_id 
 
role_cd 
role_name 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

eval_id 
 
course_id 
inst_id 
course_id 
eval_date 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

eval_ques_id 
 
eval_id 
question 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id eval_sub_ques_id 

 
eval_ques_id 
eval_sub_ques 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

eval_stud_id 
 
eval_id 
eval_ques_id 
userid 
stud_ans 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

course_material_sub_title 

course_material 

grade 

discussion_group_detail 

discussion_group 

message_board 

evaluation_student 

evaluation_sub_question 

evaluation_question 

evaluation 

exam_result 

exam_student 

exam_question 

exam_sub_question 

exam 

quiz_stud_ans 

quiz_question 

quiz_result 

quiz_sub_question 

quiz 

courses 

role 

userid 
 
password 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

employee_id 
 
userid 
first_name 
middle_init 
last_name 
address1 
address2 
city 
state 
country 
pin 
home_phone 
cell_phone 
email 
role_id 

xreference_id 
 
table_name 
column_name 
column_code_value 
column_code_desc 

course_id 
 
course_typ_cd 
course_desc 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

scheduled_course_id 
 
course_id 
userid 
start_date 
end_date 
start_time 
end_time 
location 
status 
credit 

stud_registered_course_id 
 
scheduled_course_id 
inst_id 
stud_id 
add_date 
upd_date 
upd_id 

login stud_registered_courses scheduled_courses employee xreference 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation of the System 
 
In this chapter Evaluation of the system is described.  Ten people assisted in taking the Evaluation test.  
 
Their comments are summarized. 
 
 
Evaluation of the system determines the degree to which program objectives are met through the  
 
procedures used by the program. Evaluation ensures the goal of our system and the results we get are in  
 
alignment. Evaluation determines whether or not the outcomes or results predicted by the program  
 
occurred. Evaluation should always be based on the objectives of a program or course.  Without the  
 
specification of objectives, there are no criteria on which to base an evaluation. There are two forms of  
 
evaluation, i.e.,[17] 
 
Formative evaluation is conducted formally and informally throughout a course/program to provide  
 
feedback to the stakeholders that need the data. This can be accomplished through scored tests and  
 
quizzes, self-tests that are not scored, and one-minute evaluations given at the end of a class. The latter  
 
asks one pertinent question such as “What was the most important thing that you learned in class today?”  
 
Summative evaluation takes place at the end of a course or program. These data are used to re-design a  
 
course or program. This type of evaluation includes attitudes towards the course/program as well as  
 
learning outcomes. In addition, summative evaluation would also include administration of the  
 
program/course.  Sample summative evaluation questions could include open ended constructed response  
 
questions such as:  
 

1. Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the course/program.  
 

2. Would you recommend this course/program to your colleagues or other students?  
 

3. What would you do differently?  
 

4. What would you add or eliminate?  
 

5. How relevant and useful was the content?  
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6. What are some of the benefits that you gained during the course/program? 
 
Summative evaluation is used in the following actual evaluation of the system. 
 
 

5.1 Evaluation Plan of this system 
 
 
The evaluation plan determines to what extent the object of this project is reached. It helps to determine  
 
what new tools need to be added to the system, what needs to be changed or eliminated? Qualitative and  
 
quantitative methods are used to assess this system. This system is evaluated by evaluators by means of an  
 
inquiry. Summative evaluation form is used to evaluate this system. 
 
 
A group of ten people both with and without computer background joined the evaluation. Prior to  
 
starting the evaluation of the system a demonstration of each and every tool was given. Each person was  
 
setup with two different id’s (instructor and student). Persons logging in as a student, registered to a few  
 
courses, went through the course material, worked on assignments, and took exams and quizzes using  
 
tools of the present system. Persons logging as instructor created course material, exams, assignments,   
 
and quizzes online. The instructor and student also verified the upload and download option given in this  
 
system. Through grade tool evaluators as instructors evaluated the assignments, exams and evaluators as  
 
students viewed there grades. The communication between the instructor and student is done through the  
 
message board tool and students inter communicated through the discussion board tool.  
 
 
Finally an inquiry was made with the ten evaluators about the operation and design of the system. Out of  
 
these ten evaluators eight were familiar with web browsing, surfing the internet and two others did not  
 
have much experience. During evaluation of the system the evaluators without browsing knowledge was  
 
given guidance as they were new to the Internet technology. A set of evaluation questionnaires were  
 
prepared based on the functionality, efficiency, navigation and presentation of the system. Each evaluator  
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was given a questionnaire with 25 survey questions for their feedback. The questions are in the table  
 
below. 
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Tool user friendly   2  8 
Security formally maintained    10  
Roles well managed     10 
Users were able to Add/Edit/View the information as 
per the role 

    10 

Users require former training to use the system 
assuming user is familiar with web browsing 

 4 2 4  

Navigation through the course is easy  2 2 6  
Naming conventions/labels are appropriate     10 
Did you come across any errors while using the 
system? 

    10 

System messages useful to the user     10 
Search functionality in each tool is useful to the user     10 
Users are able to search the required record using the 
search tool 

    10 

Print functionality is useful     10 
Users find the print functionality when required     10 
Users did not face any problem while creating new 
record 

  2 8  

Users did not face any problem while browsing the 
records 

  2 8  

Users did not face any problem while editing the 
records 

  2 8  

The objectives/learning outcomes for each part of the 
course are clear 

 2 2 6  

The required quizzes, assignments, exams are 
accurately measured 

 2 2 6  

The course is well organized    10  
The required reading and assignments contributed to 
users learning. 

  4 6  

The threaded discussion/course contributed to users 
learning. 

   10  

Message boards are useful    10  
Users able to communicate properly in the discussions   3  7  
Users able to look all the related discussions    10  
Users able to see accurate results in the Grade tool?    10  
The performance of the system is good     10 
Users like and enjoy the system   3 7  
Comments on the system      
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5.2   Results of the evaluation. 
 
In particular, most of the evaluators agreed that this system is effective, user friendly and helpful for their  
 
learning and self-paced studies, considering this as a basic framework and new tools are to be added to  
 
complete the system. Additional tools are especially needed for instructors to create the course material  
 
with the ability to add figures etc. Favourable and unfavourable comments were given on the system. The  
 
feedback will be discussed in detail below. 
 
 
5.2.1 Favourable comments on this system are: 
 

1. In order to access this application/system, user does not need to install/download any separate  
 
software; all that they need is a browser with internet access.  

 
 

2. The system is user friendly. Navigation through the system is very easy. The labels/titles of the  
 
pages, the naming conventions of the buttons/menus/sub-menus are quite understandable and self  
 
explanatory.  

 
3. The security of the system is very well implemented. Only the registered users can enter into the  
 
system. Only the user with admin role can create new user profiles into the system. Evaluators tested  
 
the system with different roles; access to the data is given depending on the user role. Students cannot  
 
edit exam/assignment questions; users can edit his/her registered courses, grades, answers etc. 

 
4. Evaluators tried to break into the system using different URLs, (to the pages directly) instead  
 
through the login page, but the application redirected to the login page. Evaluators are very much  
 
pleased with this feature.  
 
5. The search facility in each tool is very well designed. The user can search the required information  
 
in each tool. User can search the details of the course in the course tool and details of the exams in  
 
exam tool. Each tool has separate search functionality. All the tabs are self explanatory. 
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6. Instructors/students have the option to upload and download their work. Instructors can either  
 
create the course material, exam papers, assignment papers or quizzes using the tool or they can  
 
upload them to the server directly. Students also have the provision to upload and download their  
 
work. 

 
7. The system is bug free. Validations of the user entered data are done at every step and messages  
 
are displayed appropriately, e.g., if the date entered is not in a valid format, a popup message is  
 
displayed saying that “the date entered is invalid format”. 

 
8. Messages given by the instructor are appropriately displayed in the message board tool and  
 
threaded discussions are displayed based on the subject in the discussion tool. These tools assist the  
 
interaction between the instructor and student and also between students to student. 
 
9. The system is flexible to add new tools. 

 
10. The performance of the system is very good. The pages with vast data are populated very fast. 

 
11. System is flexible to add new roles. 

 
 
5.2.2 Unfavourable comments on this system are: 
 

1. Inexperience users (user with no back ground on web browsing) need more training. This is the  
 
disadvantage of the distance education itself. The basic assumption is that the user is familiar with the  
 
technology. 

 
 

2. This system is not complete. It can only be considered as the basic framework/foundation or the  
 
initial startup. The present system cannot be considered as the complete distance learning tool. 
 
3. The user cannot register through the system. This system starts once the user registered in the  
 
program. It would be good to have a registration tool in the administration tab giving user information  
 
on the degree, fees information, required forms etc. 
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4. This system does not have WYSIWYG editor. While preparing the course  
 
material/exams/assignments the instructor cannot include figures, fancy texts/styles. Through out the  
 
tool user can only use plain text. While taking the exams online the students cannot include figures.  
 
The instructors/students can only upload/down the required documents/papers. 

 
5. Evaluation per course level is given, but not for the complete system. We do not have a tool to  
 
evaluate the complete system. 

 
6. The system does not support FAQ page. For simple questions or clarifications user need not  
 
contact support person. 

 
7. The interaction between instructor, student or student, student can only be done with discussion  
 
group tool, it is good to have a chat tool were they can chat online. 
 
8. To send an email between instructor and student, people have to use external email tool, in future  
 
work this system can add email tool to send emails without using any external resource. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Work 
 
In this Chapter I will describe some of the challenges I faced.  It may be helpful for anyone reading my 

report before starting on their own. It also points out the effort that went into this work. 

 

The change in mode of study from the structured units and teaching methods of conventional Open 

University distance courses to the more open framework of a project-based course makes demands on 

students, i.e., a heightened level of self-confidence, motivation, and ability to organize their own work 

plans. 

 

Comparing distance education to traditional face-to-face instruction indicates that teaching and studying 

at a distance can be as effective as traditional instruction,.  This is true when the method and technologies 

used are appropriate to the instructional tasks, there is student-to-student interaction, and when there is 

timely teacher-to- student feedback (see Moore & Thompson, 1990; Verduin & Clark, 1991). 

 

The present study outlined the design and development of a new and inexpensive distance learning 

system.  The design was inspired by modern technology aimed to construct a basic framework. It was 

started with the computer science department where the student can take courses online.  

 

This new system is a basic framework. New tools and enhancements to the existing system can be made.  

The objective was to design the system using a framework that was simple while using free software.  In 

order for the framework to be simple, I used struts MVC model 2, where the presentation, business & and 

database layers are different. Any developer can undertake this project and can work on separate layers. 
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This study met with many challenges.  The main challenges were to allow the software to be free, user 

friendly and to fit on modest computer facilities. 

 

The system is user friendly with titles and navigation details on each screen. 

 

The screens are well designed with consistent layout.  A user who has been given training in one screen 

can use all the screens easily.  The system was evaluated by ten randomly chosen individuals.  

 

Introduction of the admin role removes instructors overload. Instructor can only concentrate on his/her 

course related work. 

 

 

6.1 Suggested Future Work to Improve this System 

 

 Following are suggestions to initially improve this new distance learning system: 

 

 WYSIWYG: This system is not What You See Is What You Get. Instructors while creating any 

course material or assignments or exams cannot include any figures.  Also students cannot draw any 

figures. Users cannot use any kind of format, style.  The future work on this project is to include an editor 

where the users can draw figures and use different styles. 

 

 Chat tool: In this system the interaction between student and instructor is through discussion 

boards. A discussion board is to discuss about certain issues. The construction of the chat tool through 
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which instructor and student can chat will be an added flavour to this system. 

 

 Email tool: Instructor and Student can send emails through an external email tool. An additional 

email tool to this system allows users not to go out of the system to exchange emails. 

 

 Automated Test results: Allow the system to automatically evaluate test results. System cannot 

automatically evaluate results for all the questions but can only evaluate for multiple choice and 

True/False questions. 
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Appendix A User Guide 
 

A.1   Java User Interface Programs 
This section describes the high level technical design of the Java screens that allows users to mold, with 
certain restrictions, how and what is sent to the application.  The screens adjust to the access level of the 
user restricting or allowing the execution of some actions.  Most of the screens have a set of buttons that 
always perform the same action with the corresponding adjustment related to the task been performed.  
The standard function of each button is described below: 
 
Button/Link Action 
Submit Allows the user to submit the page and performs necessary action behind the interface 
Add Allows the user to Add new record into the system. 
Edit  Allows the user to edit a record. 
Delete Work 
Sheet 

Allows the user to delete a record. 

Print Work 
Sheet 

Allows the user to print the data of the page 

Reset Allows to clear the user entered values in the form. 
 
All drop down fields are formed by two fields: the keys and the values.  
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A.1.1   Login to Distance Learning System 
 
High Level Functional Description  
This program allows the user to login to the distance learning system. The user enters the userid and 
password. The program validates if the user has the appropriate access to the system and also verifies if 
the password supplied by the user is correct. 
  
After successful logon the program directs the user to the screen that corresponds to the level of access 
assigned and let the user do their work in the system. 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Userid  char The userid entered on the logon screen.  
Password char The password entered for the userid on the logon 

screen.  
 
 
 Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 1   LOGON SCREEN 
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The menu bar changes with respective to user rights. 
After successful logon the following screen is displayed for the Administrator.  
 
 
 

 
 
Screen 2   ADMINISTRATOR LOGON SCREEN. 
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After successful logon the following screen is displayed for the Instructor/Student. 
 

 
 
Screen 3   INSTUCTOR/STUDENT LOGON. 
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A.1.2   Add Courses Screen 
This program allows the Admin user to add new courses.   
 
Functional Description  
User gets to this screen by selecting Admin>Courses>Add sub menu. User enters the course code and 
description and clicks on the Submit button. The system checks if the course already exists in the system 
if yes, an error message is displayed else a new record is added to the system 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user enters code for the course like CS480.  
Description char The user enters description for the given course 

code like Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Courses This table contains all the courses details 

 
Screen Layout.  

 
 
Screen 4   ADD COURSE SCREEN.
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A.1.3   Browse/Edit Courses Screen. 
This program allows the Admin user to Browse/Edit new courses.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Admin>Courses>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
Update Functionality: User selects the required course code from the dropdown box and description 
field is automatically filled with the description. User modifies the description field and clicks on the 
submit button, the row gets updated in the system.  
Delete Functionality: User selects the required course to be deleted from the drop down box and clicks 
on the Delete button. The course code gets deleted from the system. 
 
User Inputs. 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course code from the Drop 

down list. 
Description char The user enters description for the given course 

code like Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Database Inputs.  

Table Description and values 
Courses This table contains all the courses details 

 
Screen Layout. 

 
 
Screen 5   BROWSE/EDIT COURSE SCREEN
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A.1.4   Add Employee Screen. 
This program allows the admin user to add new employee.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Admin>Users>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the Submit button. The system checks if the user already 
exists in the system if yes, an error message is displayed else a new record is added to the system 

 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Employee ID char The user enters employee id like 501078. 
Last Name char The user enters last name 
First Name char The user enters first name 
Middle Init char The user enters middle initial 
Address1 char The user enters address 
Address2 char The user enters address 
City char The user enters city 
State char The user enters state 
Country char The user enters country 
Zip code char The user enters zip code 
Home Phone char The user enters home phone 
Work Phone char The user enters work phone. 
Email char The user enters email 
Role char The user selects the role from the Drop down list. 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Employee This table contains all the employee details 
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Screen Layout.  
 

 
Screen 6   ADD EMPLOYEE SCREEN 

 

A.1.5   Edit Employee Screen. 
This program allows the Admin user to edit employee details.   
 
Functional Description  
User gets to this screen by selecting Admin>Users>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects the required employee from the employee ID dropdown box. As soon as the user selects the 
employee ID from the drop down all the fields are filled with related information. 
User updates the required fields and clicks on the Submit button. The record gets updated in the system 
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User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Employee ID char The user selects the role from the Drop down list. 
Last Name char The user enters last name 
First Name char The user enters first name 
Middle Init char The user enters middle initial 
Address1 char The user enters address 
Address2 char The user enters address 
City char The user enters city 
State char The user enters state 
Country char The user enters country 
Zip code char The user enters zip code 
Home Phone char The user enters home phone 
Work Phone char The user enters work phone. 
Email char The user enters email 
Role char The user selects the role from the Drop down list. 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Employee This table contains all the employee details 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 7   EDIT EMPLOYEE SCREEN 
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A.1.6   Add Message Board Screen. 
This program allows the instructor to add new messages.   
 
Functional Description  
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Message Board>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char Id of the course  
Message Title char The user enters message title 
Description char The user enters description 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Message_Board This table contains all the message details 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen7 ADD MESSAGE BOARD SCREEN 
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A.1.7   Browse/Edit Message Board Screen 
This program allows the instructor to edit messages.   
 
Functional Description  
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Message Board>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char Id of the course 
Message Title char The user enters message title 
Description char The user enters messages 

 
 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Message_Board This table contains all the message details 

 
 

A.1.8   Add Evaluation Screen. 
This program allows the Instructors to add evaluation forms.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Evaluation>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Date char The user selects the date  
Course Code char The user selects the courses from the drop down 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Evaluation This table contains all the evaluation details 
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A.1.9   Edit Evaluation  Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to edit details.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Evaluation>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects all the required fields and clicks on the Submit button.  The results page is displayed. User 
clicks on any hyperlink to view/edit details.  Clicks on the edit link to edit details of that particular 
question. Click on the submit button to save changes. User clicks on the print link to print the details. 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the courses from the dropdown 
Year char The user selects the year from the dropdown 
Question char The user enters the details 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Evaluation This table contains all the evaluation title details 
Evaluation_Question This table contains all the evaluation question details 
Evaluation_student This table contains all the evaluation student details 
Evaluation_sub_question This table contains all the evaluation sub question details 
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Screen Layout. 

Screen 9   EDIT EVALUATION SCREEN  (SEARCH). 
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Screen 10   EDIT EVALUATION SCREEN  (RESULTS) 
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Screen 11   EDIT EVALUATION SCREEN  (DETAILS)
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A.1.10   Add Discussion Board Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to add new questions/messages.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Discussion Board>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Discussion Title char The user enters the title of the discussion. 
Description char The user enters description  

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Discussion_Group This table contains all the discussion titles 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 12  ADD DISCUSSION BOARD SCREEN
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A.1.11   Edit Discussion Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to participate in discussions.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Evaluation>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  The results page is displayed. User 
clicks on any hyperlink to view/edit details.  Clicks on the edit link to edit details of that particular 
question. Click on the submit button to save changes. User clicks on the print link to print the details. 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Year char The user selects the year from the dropdown 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Discussion_Group This table contains all the discussion title details 
Discussion_Group_Detail This table contains all the discussion details 
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Screen Layouts. 

 
Screen 13   EDIT DISCUSSION SCREEN (SEARCH). 
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Screen 14   EDIT DISCUSSION SCREEN  RESULTS). 
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Screen 15   EDIT DISCUSSION SCREEN (DETAILS) . 
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A.1.12   Add Quiz Screen. 
This program allows the instructor to add new questions.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Quiz>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Season char The user enters the title of the discussion. 
Quiz Date char The user enters the date 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Quiz This table contains all the quiz titles 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 16   ADD QUIZ SCREEN
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A.1.13   Edit Quiz Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to participate in discussions.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Quiz>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  The results page is displayed. User 
clicks on any hyperlink to view/edit details.  Clicks on the edit link to edit details of that particular 
question. Click on the submit button to save changes. User clicks on the print link to print the details. 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Year char The user selects the year from the dropdown 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Quiz This table contains all the quiz details 
Quiz_question This table contains all the quiz question 
Quiz_result This table contains all the quiz result 
Quiz_sub_question This table contains all the quiz sub question details 
Quiz_stud_ans This table contains all the student answers 
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Screen Layouts. 

 
     Screen 17   EDIT QUIZ SCREEN(SEARCH)  
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Screen 18   EDIT QUIZ SCREEN (RESULTS) . 
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Screen 19   EDIT QUIZ SCREEN (DETAILS)
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A.1.14   Add Exam Screen. 
This program allows the instructor to add new questions.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Exam>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Season char The user selects season of the exam 
Exam Date and Time char The user enters the date & time 
Exam Duration char The user enters duration of the exam 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Exam This table contains all the exam details 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 20   ADD EXAM SCREEN 
 
 

A.1.17   Edit Exam Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to participate in discussions.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Quiz>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  The results page is displayed. User 
clicks on any hyperlink to view/edit details.  Clicks on the edit link to edit details of that particular 
question. Click on the submit button to save changes. User clicks on the print link to print the details. 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Season char The user selects the year from the dropdown 
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Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Exam This table contains all the exam details 
Exam_question This table contains all the exam question 
Exam_result This table contains all the exam result 
Exam_sub_question This table contains all the exam sub question details 

 
 
Screen Layout. 

 
    Screen 21 ADD EXAM SCREEN (SEARCH) . 
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Screen 22   ADD EXAM SCREEN (RESULTS) . 
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Screen 23   ADD EXAM SCREEN (DETAILS) 
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A.1.18   Add Grade Screen. 
This program allows the instructor to add grades to the students.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Grade>Add sub menu.  
User enters all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Student char The user selects student 
Assignment1 char The user enters the score for Assignment1 
Assignment2 char The user enters the score for Assignment2 
Assignment3 char The user enters the score for Assignment3 
Assignment4 char The user enters the score for Assignment4 
Assignment5 char The user enters the score for Assignment5 
Exam1 char The user enters the score for Exam1 
Exam2 char The user enters the score for Exam2 
Project/Thesis char The user enters the score for Project/Thesis 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Grade This table contains all the Grade details 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 24   ADD GRADE SCREEN 
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A.1.19   Edit Grade Screen. 
This program allows the instructor/student to view grades.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Grade>Browse/Edit sub menu.  
User selects all the required fields and clicks on the submit button.  The page is refreshed with the details 
 
User Inputs. 
 

Name Type Description and values 
Course Code char The user selects the course from the dropdown 
Student char The user selects student 
Assignment1 char The user enters the score for assignment1 
Assignment2 char The user enters the score for assignment2 
Assignment3 char The user enters the score for assignment3 
Assignment4 char The user enters the score for assignment4 
Assignment5 char The user enters the score for assignment5 
Exam1 char The user enters the score for exam1 
Exam2 char The user enters the score for exam2 
Project/Thesis char The user enters the score for project/thesis 

 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Grade This table contains all the Grade details 
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Screen Layout. 

 
Screen 25   EDIT GRADE SCREEN .
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A.1.20   Scheduled Courses Screen. 
This program allows the user to view the list of courses & its details.   
 
Functional Description 
User gets to this screen by selecting Tools>Scheduled Courses.  
 
Database Inputs.  
 

Table Description and values 
Scheduled_courses This table contains all the courses details 

 
 
Screen Layouts. 

 
Screen 26   SCHEDULED COURSES SCREEN . 
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Appendix B   Database Design 

 

B.1   Courses Table  
 
Purpose of table 

The courses table contains all the course details.  
 

General Characteristics of table 
Type of table: Static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Courses Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Course_id Course_id PK int 1-MAX Course ID number  
Course_typ_
cd 

Course_typ_cd  varc
har 

6 Unique course code . 

Course_desc Course_desc  varc
har 

30 Description of the course 

Add Date Add_Date date   Date when row has been inserted 
Update Date Upd_date date   Date when the row has been 

updated 
Update Id Upd_Id varch

ar(6) 
  ID of the user who 

inserted/updated the row 
 
Rules for Changes on Courses Table 

The Course Id is unique to the table.  
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B.2   Discussion_Group Table  
 
Purpose of table 
     The table show us the course discussions   
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of Attributes for the discussion_group Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Discussion 
group ID 

dis_grp_ID UK int 1-MAX Unique discussion group id  

course ID course_ID FK int 1- MAX course ID  
Discussion 
title 

dis_title  Varc
har(
250) 

1-MAX Title of the discussion  

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Discussion_Group Table 

The discussion_group_ID is unique to the table.  
 

B.3   Discussion_Group_ Detail  Table  
 Purpose of table 

The table show us the detail description of each discussion 
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General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

  
Descriptions of Attributes for the Discussion_Group_Detail Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Discussion 
group detail  
ID 

dis_grp_det_ID UK int 1-MAX Unique discussion group detail id  

Discussion 
group ID 

dis_grp_ID FK int 1- MAX Discussion group ID  

Discussion 
description 

Dis_desc  Varc
har(
250) 

 Discussion description 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on discussion group detail Table 
    The dis_grp_det_ID is unique to the table.  
 

B.4   Employee Table  
Purpose of table 
     The table gives the employee details  

  

 
 
General Characteristics of table 
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Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
 
Descriptions of Attributes for the Employee Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Employee 
ID 

Employee_ID UK int 1-MAX Employee Number  

UserID UserID FK varc
har(
6) 

 User ID 

First Name First_name  varc
har(
30) 

 First Name 

Middle 
Initial 

Middle_init  varc
har(
1) 

 Middle Initial 

Last Name Last_Name  varc
har(
30) 

 Last Name 

Address1 Address1  varc
har(
255) 

 Address1 

Address2 Address2  varc
har(
255) 

 Address2 

City City  varc
har(
30) 

 City 

State State  varc
har(
30) 

 State 

Country Country  varc
har(
30) 

 Country 

Pin Pin  varc
har(
15) 

 Pin 
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Home 
Phone 

Home_Phone  varc
har(
15) 

 Home Phone 

Cell Phone Cell  Int  Cell Phone 
Work 
Phone 

Work_Phone  varc
har(
15) 

 Work Phone 

Email Email  varc
har(
30) 

 Email Address 

Role ID Role_ID FK Int  Role ID 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Employee Table 
    The Employee Number is unique to the table.  
 

B.5   Evaluation Table  
Purpose of table 
     The table list the evaluations  
 
 General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
 Descriptions of  Attributes for the Evaluation Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Evaluation 
ID 

eval_ID UK int 1-MAX Unique  evaluation id  

course ID course_ID FK int 1- MAX Course ID  
Instructor 
ID 

Inst_ID FK varc
har(
6) 

1-MAX Instructor ID 
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Evaluation 
Date 

Eval_Date  date  Evaluation Date  

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Evaluation Table 
    The Evaluation ID is unique to the table.  
 
 

B.6   Evaluation Question Table  
 Purpose of table 

The table list the evaluation questions  
  
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
 Descriptions of  Attributes for the Evaluation_Question Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Evaluation 
question ID 

Eval_ques_ID UK int 1-MAX Evaluation Question ID  

Question question  varc
har(
255) 

 Evaluation Question 

Evaluation 
ID 

Eval_ID FK int  Evaluation ID 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 
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Rules for Changes on Evaluation_Question Table 
     The Evaluation Question ID is unique to the table.  
 

B.7   Evaluation Student Table  
Purpose of table 
    The table contains the student answer against each evaluation question for the given evaluation 
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: Static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Evaluation_Student Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Evaluation 
Student ID 

Eval_Stud_ID UK int 1-MAX Evaluation Student ID  

Evaluation 
ID 

Eval_ID FK int  Evaluation ID 

Evaluation 
Question ID 

Eval_Ques_ID FK int  Evaluation Question ID 

UserID UserID FK varc
har(
6) 

 Student ID 

Student 
Answer 

Stud_Answer  varc
har(
255) 

 Student Answer 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Evaluation Student Table 
     The Eval_Stud_ID is unique to the table 
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B.8   Evaluation Sub Question Table  
Purpose of table 

The table contains the Evaluation Sub Question details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Evaluation sub question Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Evaluation 
Sub 
Question ID 

Eval_Sub_Ques_I
D 

UK int 1-MAX Evaluation Sub Question ID  

Evaluation 
Question ID 

Eval_Ques_ID FK int  Evaluation Question ID 

Evaluation 
Sub 
Question 

Eval_Sub_Ques  varc
har(
255) 

 Evaluation Sub Question 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Evaluation Sub Question Table 
    The eval_sub_ques_ID is unique to the table.  

B.9   Exam Table  
Purpose of table 
     The table contains list of exams  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 
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Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Exam Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Exam_ID  Exam_ID UK int 1-MAX Unique Exam ID number 
Course_ID Course_ID FK int  Course ID number 
Season_Typ
e_ID 

Season_Type_ID FK int  Season Type ID 

Exam_Date Exam_Date  date  Exam Date 
Exam_Time Exam_Time  datet

ime 
 Exam Time 

Exam_Dura
tion 

Exam_Duration  varc
har(
10) 

 Exam Duration 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Exam Table 
     The Exam_ID is unique to the table.  
 
 

B.10   Exam Question Table  
 Purpose of table 
      The table contains the exam questions  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 
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Descriptions of  Attributes for the Exam Question Table 
Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Exam 
question ID 

Exam_ques_ID UK int 1-MAX Exam Question ID  

Question 
type ID 

Ques_type_ID FK int  Question Type ID 

Question Question  varc
har(
255) 

 Exam Question 

Answer Answer  varc
har(
255) 

 Answer 

Exam ID Exam_ID FK int  Exam ID 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Exam Question Table 
     The Exam_Ques_ID is unique to the table.  
 
 

B.11   Exam Student Table  
 Purpose of table 
      The table contains the exam student details. 
 
 General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

   
 Descriptions of  Attributes for the Exam_Student Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Exam 
Student ID 

Exam_Stud_ID UK int 1-MAX Exam Student ID  
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Exam 
Question ID 

Exam_Ques_ID FK int  Exam Question ID 

UserID UserID FK varc
har(
12) 

 UserID 

Stud_Answ
er 

Stud_Answer  varc
har(
255) 

 Student Answer 

Exam ID Exam_ID FK int  Exam ID 
Stud_Grade Stud_Grade  char(

3) 
 Student Grade 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
     Rules for Changes on Exam_Student Table 
    The Exam_Student_Id is unique to the table.  

 

B.12   Exam Sub Question Table  
 Purpose of table 
      The table contains the Exam Sub Question details  
 
 General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Exam sub question Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Exam Sub 
Question ID 

Exam_Sub_Ques
_ID 

UK int 1-MAX Exam Sub Question ID  

Exam 
Question ID 

Exam_Ques_ID FK int  Exam Question ID 

Exam Sub 
Question 

Exam_Sub_Ques  varc
har(

 Exam Sub Question 
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255) 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Exam Sub Question Table 
     The exam_sub_ques_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.13   Grade Table  
Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Grade details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Grade Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Grade ID Grade_ID UK int 1-MAX Grade ID  
Course ID Course_ID FK int  Course ID 
Inst ID Inst_ID FK varc

har(
6) 

 Instructor ID 

Stud ID Stud_ID FK varc
har(
6) 

 Student ID 

Assign1 Assign1  int  Assignment 1 
Assign2 Assign2  int  Assignment 2 
Assign3 Assign3  int  Assignment 3 
Assign4 Assign4  int  Assignment 4 
Assign5 Assign5  int  Assignment 5 
Exam1 Exam1  int  Exam 1 
Exam2 Exam2  int  Exam 2 
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Project Project  int  Project 
Result Result  char(

3) 
 Result 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Grade Table 
     The Grade_ID is unique to the table.  

B.14   Login Table  
Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Login details  

    
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Login Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

User ID UserID UK varc
har(
12) 

1-MAX User ID  

Password Password  varc
har(
12) 

 Password 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
12) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 
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Rules for Changes on Login Table 
      The UserID is unique to the table.  

 

B.15   Message Board Table  
 Purpose of table 
      The table contains the message board details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Message Board Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Msg Brd ID Msg_Brd_ID UK int 1-MAX Message Board ID  
Course ID Course_ID FK int  Course ID 
User ID UserID FK varc

har(
12) 

 User ID 

Msg Title Msg_Title  varc
har(
255) 

 Messages title 

Msg Desc Msg_desc  varc
har(
255) 

 Message Description 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Message Board Table 
     The Msg_Brd_ID is unique to the table.  
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B.16   Quiz Table  
Purpose of table 
    The table contains the quiz details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the QuizTable 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Quiz ID Quiz_ID UK int 1-MAX Quiz ID  
Quiz Date Quiz_Date  Date  Date of the Quiz 
Season 
Type ID 

Season_Type_ID FK int  Season when the Quiz is 
conducted 

Course ID Course_ID  int  Course ID 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Quiz Table 
     The Quiz_ID is unique to the table.  
 

 B.17   Quiz Question Table  
 Purpose of table 
      The table contains the Quiz Question details  
  
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 
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Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

    
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Quiz Question Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Quiz 
Question ID 

Quiz_Ques_ID UK int 1-MAX Quiz Question ID  

Quiz ID Quiz_ID FK int  Quiz ID 
Quiz 
Question 

Quiz_Ques  varc
har(
255) 

 Quiz Question 

Quiz 
Answer 

Quiz_Answer  varc
har(
255) 

 Quiz Answer 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Quiz Question Table 
     The Quiz_Ques_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.18   Quiz Stud Ans Table  
  Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Quiz Student Answer details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 
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Descriptions of  Attributes for the Quiz Stud AnsTable 
Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Quiz 
Student 
Answer ID 

Quiz_Stud_Ans_I
D 

UK int 1-MAX Quiz Student Answer ID  

Quiz ID Quiz_ID FK int  Quiz ID 
Quiz 
Question ID 

Quiz_Ques_ID FK int  Quiz Question ID 

UserID UserID FK varc
har(
12) 

 UserID 

Student 
Answer 

Stud_Ans  varc
har(
255) 

 Student Answer to the quiz 
question 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Quiz Stud Ans Table 
     The Quiz_Stud_Ans_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.19   Quiz Sub Question Table  
 
Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Quiz Sub Question details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 
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Descriptions of  Attributes for the Quiz Sub Question Table 
Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Quiz Ans 
ID 

Quiz_Ans_ID UK int 1-MAX Quiz Question ID  

Quiz 
Question ID 

Quiz_Ques_ID  int  Quiz Question ID 

Quiz Sub 
Question 

Quiz_Sub_Ques  varc
har(
255) 

 Quiz Sub Question 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Quiz Sub Question Table 
     The Quiz_Ans_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.20   Role  Table  
 
Purpose of table 
    The table contains the Role details  
   
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Role Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Role ID Role_ID UK int 1-MAX Role ID  
Role CD Role_CD  varc

har(
6) 

 Role CD 

Role Name Role_Name  varc
har(

 Role Name 
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12) 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Role Table 
     The Role_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.21   Scheduled Courses Table  
 
Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Scheduled Courses details  
 
 General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Scheduled Courses Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Scheduled 
Course ID 

Scheduled_Cours
e_ID 

UK int 1-MAX Scheduled Course ID  

Course ID Course_ID FK int  Course ID 
UserID UserID FK varc

har(
12) 

 UserID 

Start Time Start_Time  varc
har(
12) 

 Course start time 

End Time End_Time  varc
har(
12) 

 Course End time 

Start Date Start_Date  date  Course Start Date 
End Date End_Date  date  Course End Date 
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Location Location  varc
har(
30) 

 Course Location 

Status Status  varc
har(
15) 

 Course Status 

Credit Credit  int  Credit 
Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
6) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
    Rules for Changes on Scheduled Courses Table 
    The Scheduled_Course_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.22   Student Registered Courses Table  
 
Purpose of table 
      The table contains the Student Registered Courses details  
  
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

  
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Student Registered Courses Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Stud 
Registered 
Course ID 

Stud_Registerd_C
ourse_ID 

UK int 1-MAX Student Registered Course ID  

Scheduled 
Course ID 

Scheduled_Cours
e_ID 

FK int  Scheduled Course ID 

Inst ID Inst_ID FK varc
har(
12) 

 Instructor ID 

Stud ID Stud_ID FK varc  Student ID 
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har(
12) 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 

Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
12) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Student Registered Courses Table 
     The Stud_Registered_Course_ID is unique to the table.  

 

B.23   Student Registered Courses Table  
 
Purpose of table 
     The table contains the Student Registered Courses details  
 
General Characteristics of table 

Type of table: static 
Anticipated maximum daily 
size 

 

Average number of inserts 
per day 

1-10 rows 

Average number of updates 
per day  

1-10 rows 

 
Descriptions of  Attributes for the Student Registered Courses Table 

Attribute 
Name 

System Name Use Type Range Attribute Description 

Stud 
Registered 
Course ID 

Stud_Registerd_C
ourse_ID 

UK int 1-MAX Student Registered Course ID  

Scheduled 
Course ID 

Scheduled_Cours
e_ID 

FK int  Scheduled Course ID 

Inst ID Inst_ID FK varc
har(
12) 

 Instructor ID 

Stud ID Stud_ID FK varc
har(
12) 

 Student ID 

Add Date Add_Date  date  Date when row has been inserted 
Update 
Date 

Upd_date  date  Date when the row has been 
updated 
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Update Id Upd_Id  varc
har(
12) 

 ID of the user who 
inserted/updated the row 

 
Rules for Changes on Student Registered Courses Table 
     The Stud_Registered_Course_ID is unique to the table.  
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